1. INTRODUCTION

The application of high albedo surfaces and ‘cool’ materials — characterized by high solar reflectance and emissivity — are often advocated as a means to mitigate the urban heat island (UHI), to decrease indoor temperatures and consequently to reduce cooling loads in warm weather. The frequently described mechanism that links higher surface albedos with lower outdoor temperatures emphasizes the role of decreased surface temperatures in the process. Admittedly, the high albedo approach to UHI mitigation is primarily recommended for roofs, which, compared to roads and facades, have less obstructed sky views. During the day, the higher sky view factor of roofs prevents the trapping of radiation within the urban texture, and ensures a better radiative cooling by night. Nevertheless, the high albedo approach and the application of ‘cool materials’ are increasingly recommended for both urban roads (Akbari, Pomerantz, and Taha 2001; Alchapar, Correa, and Cantón 2014; Santamouris et al. 2012; Santamouris, Synnefa, and Karlessi 2011; Synnefa et al. 2011; Zinzi, Carnielo, and Fasano 2012) and facades (Bougiaioti et al. 2009; Doya, Bozonnet, and Allard 2012; Synnefa, Santamouris, and Apostolakis 2007). The goal of this study is to investigate the role of facade surface properties on the canopy layer microclimate in a dense urban context.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In order to assess the impact of facade materials on the microclimate within urban blocks a numerical simulation study was conducted. The study utilized ENVI-met Version 3.1 BETA V for microclimate simulation and MATLAB Version 7.12 for the analysis of the results. The applied research methodology consisted of two phases: during the first, the cases were selected and the baseline case developed, while over the second phase the results were analyzed.

2.1. Model domain and configuration

Four denser urban block typologies from Budapest were selected for the study: the nineteenth-century configuration consisting of attached courtyard apartment buildings (T1), the perimeter block built up at its edges (T2), the Zeilenbau design of parallel rows of buildings (T3), and the hybrid form composed of a set of short towers placed atop of a unifying base (T4). The cases and their model equivalents are illustrated in Figure 1 and 2, respectively. Each model consists of nine identical urban blocks arranged in a three-by-three grid layout. The urban blocks are 78 m wide and 150 m long, and are separated by 18 m wide roads. Building heights are 24 meters uniformly — except for the base in the hybrid configuration, which is set to 6 meters. The models have a 6 m horizontal and 3 m vertical resolution. In terms of ground surface materials, gravel asphalt is assigned to roads, whereas open areas within the blocks are left as unsealed silt-loam soil.

Figure 1: The block of courtyard apartments, the perimeter block, the Zeilenbau configuration and the hybrid block (Google Maps 2010).

Figure 2: The model equivalents of the four typologies: T1, T2, T3 and T4

Since ENVI-met disregards the thermal capacity of building materials, the influence of three facade parameters were evaluated by the study: the thermal transmittance, the surface albedo and the fenestration ratio. In order to evaluate the effects of these parameters individually, the selected values were applied to the initial scenario gradually: first, an improved U-value only; second, a higher albedo only; third, both the improved U-value and the high albedo; and finally, a chosen fenestration ratio was applied, which modified both the facade albedo and the thermal transmittance. Thus, beyond the initial scenario, the method resulted four additional scenarios per each case (see Table 1 with the selected facade parameters).

Since the baseline case mimicked rural conditions, it did not contain buildings. It was developed to emulate a typical July day in Budapest (see Gál 2014a) and supplied the reference or background climate conditions...
utilized in the analysis. The comparison of obtained and reproduced typical air temperature and specific humidity cycles are illustrated on Figure 3.

Table 1: Façade properties and scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>w</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- initial</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U U-value only</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a albedo only</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ua U &amp; albedo</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w fenestration</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since radiation and air temperatures are key parameters governing human thermal comfort and surface temperatures during clear and calm conditions, potential air temperature and mean radiant temperature (T_{RMT}) are chosen as indicators of the canopy layer microclimate for the study. The presented analysis utilizes volumetric median air temperatures (ΔT_{UCL}) and mean radiant temperatures (ΔT_{RMT-UCL}) calculated for the UCL above the central urban block relative to the baseline condition. The characteristic urban heat island measures --- the diurnal temperature range (DTR) reduction, the nighttime and the daytime heat island intensity --- are similarly calculated for the entire UCL above the block, are also discussed by the study (for additional details see Gál 2014).

In order to manage the spatial and temporal complexity of urban microclimates, the study adopted a simple method based on areal average values (Gál 2014b; 2014a). This concept consists of areal medians calculated for every elevation within the selected UCL and for every time step of the numerical simulation (see Figure 4). The areal canopy medians, calculated relative to the baseline, are assembled into a matrix with results from different elevations arranged into vertical columns and with results from different times joined into rows. The magnitude of the calculated parameters is indicated by colors. The advantage of this representation is that it provides a more detailed overview of the diurnal evolution of UCL conditions, while at the same time retaining the relative positions of adjacent air layers.

Figure 4: The method of producing pseudocolor plots from areal median air temperature values

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1. The influence of form

As the influence of built form on the canopy layer microclimate has already been discussed previously (Gál 2014a; 2014b), here an overview is provided only necessary for subsequent analyses. Figure 5 presents the characteristic urban heat island measures calculated for the initial scenario (see Table 1). With less than 0.5°C_DTR reduction the Zeilenbau configuration (T3) modifies the background climate the least. In the case of the other configurations it is around 3°C (see Figure 5a). Night and daytime UHI magnitudes indicate further differences between the latter three cases. According Figure 5b and 5c, the diurnal cycles of T1, T2 and T4 are offset by about 0.3°C: the warmest configuration is T4 and the coolest is T1. T4 is also characterized by the highest nighttime UHI intensity (nearly 1.5°C), whereas T1 exhibits the coolest daytime temperatures and has an over 2°C 'cool island' intensity.
Canopy layer conditions within the initial urban blocks are presented on Figure 6. Potential air temperature trends (Figure 6a) are in line with the above observations: the initial configurations remain warmer at night and cooler at day than the baseline case. In the case of T3, both daytime temperature reduction and nighttime temperature excess remain below 1.2°C. Here, the low building density and the openness of the configuration no only allow for radiative and convective cooling at night, but also contribute to higher temperatures during the day: the lack of shading increases both surface and air temperatures, while the lack of enclosure ensures that the warm canopy air remains well-mixed. In contrast, daytime cooling is strongest in the case of courtyard typologies (T1 and T2), as the air in courtyards remains separated from the relatively warmer air of the street. During the hottest hours of the day, the cooling intensity of T1 configuration exceeds 3°C at the bottom of the small courtyards.

The effects of built form on the radiation fluxes within the canopy are shown in Figure 6(b). In all four cases, the radiation reductions around sunrise and sunset are the result of shortwave radiation obstructions at low sun angles. In configurations with large open spaces (T2, T3), the effect of shading ceases during high sun hours. In the case of T4, the interference between the towers decreases radiant temperatures by more than 15°C around midday. Solar obstruction is greatest at the configuration with small courtyards (T1). Here, the icicle shape pattern around noon signals the average depth solar radiation reaches down the courtyards.

The influence of facade material properties on the diurnal cycle of median canopy air temperatures is presented in Figure 7a. The initial and the four additional scenarios are grouped by configurations. Since change in U-values did not modify the diurnal cycles significantly, the scenarios with modified U-values (U-value only and the U-value plus albedo scenarios) were plotted with dots only in order to make the line of the nearly identical scenarios visible. With the albedo governing the thermal conditions within the UCL, all subfigures indicate the same trend: the albedo's effect is most pronounced during the day and the relationship between the albedo and the potential temperature is directly proportional (although this proportion is slightly different in each configuration). The effect of facade properties on the MRT cycles is presented in Figure 7b. Similarly to potential temperatures, radiant temperatures within the canopy are primarily driven by surface albedo changes and remain scarcely influenced by facade thermal transmittance. The relationship between the TMRT and albedo is directly proportional with effects largely limited to daytime. The uneven impact of albedo in time and per configuration indicate that canopy layer TMRT is the function built form and facade density. However, this relationship needs further investigation in the future.

A better comparison of thermal canopy layer conditions for all four configurations and five scenarios is provided by the urban heat island measures in Figure 8. Regarding to the role of different surface parameters similar observations can be made as above: albedo determines the conditions within the UCL, the influence of thermal transmittance is negligible and the effect of fenestration ratio is exerted though the albedo (increasing fenestration decreases the albedo of walls). The cross comparison of the cases also reveals that while facade properties affect the conditions within the canopy, these influences are only secondary to the impact of form.
As the direct relationship between surface albedo and air temperature is not a result that would be generally expected on the basis of related literature, conditions within the canopy are further analyzed using areal average method. In the remaining part, the effects of facade properties on the UCL microclimate are discussed through the example of the courtyard apartment typology (T1). Since facade properties within a given configurations cause relatively small changes when using the baseline case as a reference, subsequent analyses will use the initial scenario of the selected configuration as a reference. The change largely removes the influence of built form the picture and highlights the influence of surface properties. Additionally, as the changes remained still rather small, the color scales of the plots were also adjusted for better visualization.

Additionally, as the changes remained still rather small, the color scales of the plots were also adjusted for better visualization.

Figure 9a shows the diurnal trend of median potential temperatures within the canopy for T1 for different material property scenarios. The almost entirely dark figure on the left demonstrating no change (U-value only scenario) and the nearly identical middle figures (albedo and albedo with U-value scenarios, respectively) indicate that thermal transmittance has a negligible effect on the UCL microclimate. The increasing albedo increase canopy temperatures, especially during the early afternoon and towards the bottom of the courtyards. In the case of the greatest albedo scenarios (central figures) the increase in median canopy layer temperature is close to 1°C near the ground.

The effect of facade properties on the median radiant temperatures within the UCL of T1 is presented in Figure 9b. With the albedo governing the canopy layer conditions, the general trends are similar as above. The influence of albedo can be described as follows: higher values increase the ratio of reflected solar radiation within the UCL, which in turn increases mean radiant temperatures. In this case, the greatest albedo change of +0.4 increases median radiant temperatures by over 16°C at the bottom of the canopy during early afternoon. The T_{MRT} patterns also indicate interplay between shortwave radiation and built form: the effect of high facade albedo grows with increasing solar angles until the sun is able to shine down the small courtyards and irradiate the ground (with unchanged reflectance). The decreasing influence of facade albedo with elevation indicates that reflected radiation plays a greater role in obstructed places with low sky view factors.
Based on these results, the likely mechanism behind the rising canopy layer temperatures that contradict the cooling effect of high albedo surfaces generally alluded to in the literature is as follows. Although higher albedos decrease surface temperatures and thus reduce convective and radiative heat transfers to the ambient air, they nevertheless increase the amount of radiation reflected further down the canopy. Trapped between buildings, an increased amount of reflected radiation is absorbed by the canopy floor --- in our case by the unsealed ground within urban blocks. Since canopy floors are generally obstructed (i.e. characterized by low sky view factor), it is likely that a considerable part of this absorbed extra energy is dissipated as sensible heat. While this 'floor heating' hypothesis needs further investigation, this explanation is partially supported by the above noted trends of decreasing potential air and mean radiant temperature with elevation (see Figure 7a and 7b).

4. CONCLUSIONS

A numerical simulation study was undertaken to investigate the effect facade material properties on the microclimate within urban blocks. The results indicate that among the three assessed parameters albedo drives the UCL microclimate. Changes in facade albedo are found to be directly proportional with changes in air and radiant temperatures. The impact of fenestration ratio is exerted though the albedo indirectly, as increasing fenestration ratio decreases the albedo of walls. The effect of heat transmission coefficient on the UCL microclimate is marginal. The study also found that the influence of built form is more decisive than that of facade properties.

The results also indicated that increasing facade albedos might have unintended consequences in the canopy, as they increase both potential air and mean radiant temperatures. The likely explanation for this phenomenon is 'ground heating' due to radiation trapping. However, since ENVI-met neglects the heat capacity of building materials in deriving surface temperatures, the obtained results likely contain errors. The studies of (Ali-Toudert 2005; Malekzadeh 2009; Malekzadeh and Loveday 2008) indicate that surface temperatures, along with the temperatures of adjacent air layers, do not follow trends observed on the field. Due to the lack of thermal storage, surfaces in the model warm up (cool down) faster when irradiated (become shaded) (Malekzadeh 2009). Furthermore, air temperatures in the courtyard (Malekzadeh and Loveday 2008) and in the urban canyon (Ali-Toudert 2005) were found to be almost uniform, without significant warming near the irradiated surfaces. Nevertheless, the findings of this study indicate that within the urban canopy high reflectance materials should be applied with caution.
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